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INFINITE RANK BUTLER GROUPS
MANFRED DUGAS AND K. M. RANGASWAMY
Abstract. A torsion-free abelian group G is said to be a Butler group if Bext(C, T)
= 0 for all torsion groups T. It is shown that Butler groups of finite rank satisfy
what we call the torsion extension property (T.E.P.). A crucial result is that a
countable Butler group G satisfies the T.E.P. over a pure subgroup H if and only if
H is decent in G in the sense of Albrecht and Hill. A subclass of the Butler groups
are the so-called B2-groups. An important question left open by Arnold, Bican,
Salce, and others is whether every Butler group is a ^-group. We show under
( V = L) that this is indeed the case for Butler groups of rank Nt. On the other hand
it is shown that, under ZFC, it is undecidable whether a group B for which
Bext( B, T) = 0 for all countable torsion groups T is indeed a B2-group.

1. Introduction. The class of completely decomposable torsion-free abelian groups
is one of the few classes of abelian groups that can be completely determined by
isomorphism invariants, as was shown by R. Baer [5]. In 1965 M. C. R. Butler [10]
initiated the study of the pure subgroups of finite rank completely decomposable
groups and in recent years this class of groups has been studied in greater detail by

D. Arnold [2, 4], D. Arnold and C. Vinsonhaler [3], L. Bican [6, 7], L. Bican and L.
Salce [8], and others. These finite rank torsion-free abelian groups have been called
Butler groups and are shown to have several interesting characterizing properties
including the following striking result by L. Bican [6]: A finite rank torsion-free
abelian group G is a Butler group if and only if Bext(G, T) = 0 for all torsion
groups T. Here Bext denotes the subfunctor of the functor Ext defined by the proper
class of balanced exact sequences [13].
In their attempt to generalize the properties of (finite rank) Butler groups to
infinite rank groups, Bican and Salce [8], Bican, Salce, and Stepan [9], and Arnold
[4] were led to the following three classes of abelian groups:

3SX The class of torsion-free abelian groups G for which Bext(C7,T) = 0 for all
torsion groups T
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362 The class of torsion-free abelian groups G which have a B-filtration, that is, G
is the union of a smooth chain

0 = G0 C Gx Q • • • çG„ç
of pure subgroups

Ga such that, for each a, Ga + X = Ga + Ba where Ba is a finite

rank Butler group.
3§3 The class of torsion-free abelian groups G such that G is locally completely
decomposable and that each finite rank pure subgroup of G is a Butler group.

Bican and Salce [8] and Bican, Salce, and Stepan [9] showed that these three
classes coincide for countable groups and that 362 is a subclass of both 37!xand 36v
Are these three classes in general different or not? This question was raised by D.
Arnold [4], left open by Bican and Salce [8], and also mentioned by Albrecht and
Hill [1]. It is debatable which one of these three classes of groups should be called
the infinite rank Butler groups. Albrecht and Hill [1] show that a torsion-free group
G has a Ä-filtration if and only if G satisfies axiom 3 with respect to decent
subgroups. Here a subgroup S of G is said to be decent in G if for any finite subset
A' of G there is a finite rank Butler group B such that S + B is pure in G and
contains X.
In conformity with the terminology of [8] and also because of the homological
nature of this property, we call an arbitrary rank torsion-free abelian group G a
Butler group if Bext(G, T) = 0 for all torsion groups T. We refer to members of the
class 362 as /?2-groups. As a first step in our investigation of infinite rank Butler
groups, we prove that a finite rank Butler group G has the following, perhaps
interesting, torsion extension property (T.E.P.): Every pure exact sequence 0 -> K
-» G —>H —>0 induces, for any torsion group T, the exact sequence

0 -> Hom(H, T) -> Hom(G.r) -> Hom(AT,r) -> 0.
Interestingly the infinite rank Butler groups do not seem to have the T.E.P. A
result (Theorem 7) which is crucial in our later investigation says that if B is a Butler
group of countable

infinite rank, then B satisfies the T.E.P. over a pure subgroup A,

if and only if A is decent in B.
Using this and employing Gödel's axiom of constructibility (V = L) we are able
to show that a Butler group B of rank S, in which every finite rank pure subgroup is
Butler admits a Ä-filtration, i.e., is a Z?2-group. Actually we prove something
stronger: Instead of B being a Butler group we only need Bext(5, 7") = 0 for any
countable, 2-cyclic torsion group. This shows that under V = L, countable torsion
groups are enough to test whether a torsion-free group is Butler.
This compares with P. Eklof's analysis of the splitting problem of mixed groups
[12]. The Baer splitting problem, solved by Griffith [14], becomes undecidable in
standard ZFC set theory if one restricts the class of torsion groups to the countable
ones. The same happens here for the splitting of balanced extensions. P. Eklof [11]
showed that Martin's axiom and the negation of the continuum hypothesis imply
that E\t(A,C) = 0 for any strongly Srfree group A and any countable group C.
This readily leads to examples of groups B such that BextiZ?, T) = 0 for all
countable torsion groups T but B is neither in 362 nor in 36^
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2. Preliminaries. All the groups that we consider here are abelian and unless
otherwise specified, they are additively written torsion-free abelian groups. We
generally follow the notation and terminology of [13]. For each prime p, Z,p denotes
the group of rational numbers whose denominators are prime to p. For any group G
and a nonempty set of primes S, Gs denotes the localization Zs ® G, where

Zs = D{Z : p e S). In particular, G,p, is denoted by Gp for any prime p. If G is a
torsin group, then Gp is simply the /^-component of G. A height is a sequence
h = (hp), indexed by the set P of all primes p such that hp is an ordinal or the
symbol oo for each p. If G is an abelian group and x e G, then |jc| = (hp(x)) is a
height where hp(x) is a /,-height of x in G. If h = (A ) is a height and n an integer,
then nh is the height whose pth entry is hp + h^(n). Two heights h and A' are
equivalent, h ~ h' if there are integers w and n such that wi/i = nh'. The relation
~ is an equivalence relation on heights and the equivalence classes of heights are
called types. For x e G, t(x) denotes the type of x being the equivalence class of
|jc|. For any height h, G(h) = {x e G: |jc| > h). An exact sequence 0 -> ^ -> J? ->
C -» 0 of abelian groups is balanced if, for each height h, the induced sequence
0 -* A(h) -» B(h) -» C(h) -» 0 is exact. A useful result is that a balanced exact
sequence 0—>A—>B^>C->0
splits if C is a completely decomposable group.
If S is a subset of a torsion-free group G, then <S)+ denotes the pure subgroup
generated by 5. A subgroup H of G is said to be a generalized regular subgroup of G
if G/H is torsion and for each rank one pure subgroup R of G, (R/(R D H))p = 0
for almost all primes /?. A torsion-free group G is said to be locally completely
decomposable if, for each prime p, Gp is completely decomposable. If /: A -> B is a
map and 5 c /I, then /1S denotes the restriction of / to S. If x e r, where 7 is a
torsion group, and p is a prime, then xp denotes the //-component of x in T.

3. The torsion extension property. In this section we show that the finite rank
Butler groups satisfy a special property that may be of independent interest. This
property turns out to be vital in our investigation of the infinite rank Butler groups
in the following sections.
It is known (see [13]) that a pure subgroup of a homogeneous completely
decomposable group G of finite rank is a direct summand of G. Our first lemma
extends this to the case when the typeset of G is linearly ordered.
Lemma 1. Let G be a finite rank completely decomposable group whose typeset is
linearly ordered. Then every pure subgroup A of G is a quasi-summand; that is, there is
a (completely decomposable) subgroup G' with G' = A ffi X and G/G' finite.

Proof. The proof is by induction on the rank k of A. Suppose k = I, say, and
A = (a)*. Let G= ®,'l ,(*,->* with |jcx|< |x2| < ••• ^\xn\. Without loss of
generality we may assume that a has a nonzero component in (*!>*. Then clearly
r(a) = t(xx). Yet G' = (a)» © E"_2(-*/)*- If o: G -> (jc,)* is the coordinate
projection,

then L = o((a)+)

has the same type as (xx)+ and so G/G'

= (xx)*/L

is finite.
Suppose rank A = k > 1 and B is a pure subgroup of A of rank k - 1. By the
induction hypothesis, there is a completely decomposable subgroup H of G with
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H = B © C and G/H finite. Then A C\ H = B ® (A n C) and since A/B has rank
one, A n C is a rank one pure subgroup of C. Since i/ has the same typeset as G,
the typeset of C is linearly ordered. Hence, as in the preceding paragraph, we have a
completely decomposable subgroup C of C with C = (A n C) © D and C/C'

finite. Then G' = ^ + D = ^©Dhas

finite index in G and, by Butler [10], G' is

completely decomposable.
Lemma 1 enables us to prove the following interesting property of Butler groups
of finite rank.
Theorem 2. Let A be a pure subgroup of a finite rank Butler group B. Then every
homomorphism f: A —>T, where T is any torsion group, extends to a homomorphism

g: B^T.
Proof. By Bican [7], there is a partition P = U,n=1S, of the set P of all primes such
that, for each i — l,...,n,
the localization Bs is a completely decomposable group
whose typeset is linearly ordered. By Lemma 1, there is a completely decomposable
subgroup C, of Bs with finite index n¡ such that C¡ = As © D¡. Let P¡ be the finite
set of prime divisors of «,. Then Bs is a pure subgroup of B,S^P,X © B,s, n p-, and
(Äs,)(s,v>,) = B(s,\p,) = (Ci)(s,\p>) - ¿(S,\p,) ®(Di)(si\piy
Let /: A -» T be the given map which we may assume to be onto so that, for each
prime p, Tp has finite rank and hence is pure-injective being (divisible) © (finite).
Note that As is pure in A^s^Py © A(S nPy The map /: A -> T induces /,:
As, -» Tsr f,': A(s:\p.) -* T(s,\p;y and /<"= ^s,ni»() ~» ^.n?,)
for each i, such that
(/,' ®fi")\As, =/,- Since ^ni-, = ®fESEiil/p
is pure injective, //' extends to
g'/: BISnP¡)-* TÍS¡nP) and, since A^S^P) is a direct summand of Bls^Pi), //
extends to g[: B(S^P/) -> T(S^P¡). Thus (g¡ © g,"): fi(S¡V() © -ß(s,np,) "* ?i. is an
extension of /. Let g, = (g'¡ © g,") | i?s.. Now 5 is a pure subgroup of ®"_x Bs and

the map g obtained by restricting g, © • • • © gn to B is the required extension of /.
Definition.
A group G is said to have the torsion extension property (for short,
T.E.P.) if for any pure subgroup H of G, every homomorphism /: H -* T, where T
is any torsion group, extends to a homomorphism g: G -* T. Equivalently, every
pure exact sequence 0-+H-*G-*K->0
induces, for any torsion group T, the
exact sequence 0 -» Hom(tf, T) -* Hom(G, T) -» Hom(/i, T) -» 0.

A mixed abelian group G with the T.E.P. clearly splits with its torsion part being a
direct sum of (divisible © bounded) //-groups. The next proposition states an
equivalent formulation for torsion-free group with the T.E.P.
Proposition
3. A torsion-free group G has the T.E.P. if and only if for every
subgroup H of G, H*/H is a direct summand of G/H, where H* is the purfication of

H in G.
Proof. Suppose G has the T.E.P. Now H*/H is torsion and the natural map
H* -* H*/H extends to a homomorphism g: G -* H*/H. If K is the kernel of g,

then it is easy to verify that G/H = H*/H © K/H.
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Conversely, suppose A is a pure subgroup of G. Let /: A -* T be a homomorphism, where T is any torsion group. Replacing T by f(A), assume / is onto. Now
A is the pure subgroup generated by 5 = kerf. Hence G/S = A/S © K/S = T ©
K/S. If h: G -> G/S is the natural map and g: G/5 -» 7 is the coordinate
projection, then gh: G -» T extends /.
One may ask if the converse of Theorem 2 is true; that is, whether a finite rank
torsion-free group with the T.E.P. must be Butler. The answer is in the negative as
the following example (of Butler) shows.
Example. Let {/?,, p2,... } be an infinite set of primes such that for each n,
pn > n2 + n. Let xx,x2 be two independent elements of Q © Q and let A be the
subgroup generated by {xx,x2,(xx + nxi)/Pn'- w = 1,2,...}. Then A is a rank two
homogeneous group of type (0,0,..., 0,... ) and is indecomposable. Since, by [10], a

homogeneous Butler group must be completely decomposable, A is not a Butler
group. However, A has the T.E.P. since every proper pure subgroup of A is cyclic
whose torsion homomorphic images, being finite, are pure injective.
More generally, observe that any torsion-free indecomposable group of finite rank
> 1 whose proper pure subgroups are free will have the T.E.P. but will not be a
Butler group. For groups of this type see, e.g., Fuchs [13, p. 125].
It is interesting to note that Theorem 2 is false if B has infinite rank. In other
words, an infinite rank Butler group need not have the T.E.P. Indeed, an infinite
rank free abelian group will never have the T.E.P. Since there are several nonsplitting mixed groups, the proof of the last statement drops out from the following
easily derived reformulation of Proposition 3: A torsion-free group G has the T.E.P.
exactly when every epimorphic image of G which is a mixed group splits.
The next section explores an important connection between the T.E.P. and
countable Butler groups.

4. Countable rank Butler groups As indicated by Bican and Salce [8], a Butler
group G of infinite countable rank is the union of an ascending chain 0 = G0 ç G,
Q • ■• Q Gn c

• • • where each G„ is a finite rank Butler group and is pure in G.

Thus availability of sufficiently many finite rank Butler subgroups seems to be
essential for the whole group to be a Butler group. This idea is crystalized by the
concept of a decent subgroup introduced by Albrecht and Hill [1].
Definition [1]. A subgroup H of a torsion-free group G is said to be decent in G
if for any finite subset S of G there is a finite rank Butler subgroup B of G such that
H + B is pure in G and contains S.
Observe that if H is decent in G so is its purification H*. Consequently we may
as well assume that our decent subgroups are all pure. This does not lead to any loss
in generality in our later arguments. Also notice that in the above definition of the
decent subgroup H we may, due to the torsion-freeness of G, replace S by a finite

rank subgroup K of G.
We first explore some of the basic properties of decent subgroups:
Lemma 4. (i) If A is a decent subgroup of G and A ç S ç G, with S pure in G, then
A is decent in S.
(ii) Decency is transitive.
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(i) Let A" be a finite subset of S. Now there is a finite rank Butler

subgroup B of G such that A + B is pure in G and X ç A + B. Then X ç 5 n (A
+ B) = A + (S n B) and S n B, being pure in 5, is a Butler group and A + (5 n
5) = 51n (j4 + B) is pure in 5. Hence A is decent in 5.
(ii) Let A çz H Q G, A a decent subgroup of H and H a decent subgroup of G.
Let A" be a finite subset of G. Then X c H + B, where j5 is a finite rank Butler
subgroup of G and H + B is pure in G. Also there exists Bx c H, Bx a finite rank
Butler group such that A + Bx is pure in H and (// n i?) U y ç yl + £, where Y
is the finite set of //-components of elements of X c H + B. We claim that

A + Bx + B is pure in G. Let x = a + bx + b e (A + Bx + B) n «G. By the purity
of H + B, x = nh + nb*, where h <eH, b* e B. Then
nh - a - bx = nb* - b e H D B <zA + Bx.

It follows that «A g ^ + B,. By the purity of A + Bx in //, w/i = n(a* + ¿>f) for
a* e /I, 6* e B. Then
x = nh + nb* = n(a* + b* + b*) e A + Bx + B.
Hence A + Bx + B is a pure subgroup of G containing A" and Bx + B is a Butler
group of finite rank. Thus A is decent in G.
It is clear that a finite rank torsion-free group G is Butler exactly when every pure
subgroup is decent in G. Note that this does not hold for infinite rank Butler groups.
For instance if A is a finite rank group which is not free and if we write A = F/K,
where F is a free group of countable rank, then K is pure but cannot be decent in

F.
Proposition

5. A torsion-free group G is a B2-group if and only if G has a smooth
Ga are pure decent

k-filtrat ion, G = Ua<KGa where \Ga\ < k for all a < k and
subgroups of G such that for each a, Ga + X/Ga is countable.

Proof. Suppose G is a B2-group so that G has a smooth filtration G = Ua<KGa
where, for each a, Ga is pure in G, Ga + X = Ga + Ba, Ba a finite rank Butler group.

Clearly Ga is decent in Ga+X. Lemma 4(h) above and a simple transfini te induction
imply that Ga is decent in G for all a. Obviously Ga + X/Ga is countable.
Conversely, suppose G = Ua<KGaisa smooth «-filtration where, for each a, Ga is
pure and decent in G and Ga+X/Ga is countable. Since Ga+X = Ga + X, where X is
a countable subgroup and since Ga is decent (in G and hence by Lemma 4(i)) in
Ga+1, we get a sequence BX,B2,... of Butler groups of finite rank such that
Ga + B„ ç Ga + Bn+ X is pure for all n = 1,2,...
and Ga + W= U„<u(Ga + B„).
Then the filtration G = Ua<)(Ga can be refined to a smooth filtration G = (Jy<lcGy
where, for each y, Gy is pure in G and Gy+X= Gy + By, with By a finite rank Butler
group. Hence G is a B2-group.
Since for a group G of cardinality X,, a smooth filtration G = (Ja<UiGa of
countable subgroups is an Axiom 3 family (see [1]) we deduce the following special
case of an important theorem of Albrecht and Hill [1].
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[1]. Suppose G is a torsion-free group of cardinality X,. Then G is a

B2-group if and only if G satisfies Axiom 3 with respect to decent subgroups.

We wish to explore the interaction between the T.E.P. and the decency of a
subgroup. For convenience of expression, we introduce the following
Definition.
A group G satisfies the T.E.P. over a pure subgroup H if every
homomorphism /: H -* T, where T is any torsion group, extends to a g: G —>T.
The next proposition says that, in a //-local Butler group, the T.E.P. over a pure
subgroup H implies the decency of H.

Proposition

6. Let G be a p-local completely decomposable group and A a pure

subgroup of G. If G has the T. E. P. over A, then A is decent in G.
Proof. If A has finite rank, then A is a direct summand of G and hence is decent.
Hence we may assume that A has infinite rank. Suppose, by way of contradiction, A
is not decent in G. Then there exists a pure subgroup L of G containing A such that
A is not decent in L and L/A has finite rank. We may choose L with the rank of
L/A minimal. Then there exists a pure subgroup H with A ç H ç L such that
L/H has rank one and A is decent in H. Now H = A + C where C is a finite
rank pure subgroup of G. Moreover, C is completely decomposable so that A n C
is a summand of C. Hence H = A © C, where (A n C) ® C = C. We claim that
H is a direct summand of L. Without loss of generality, we may assume that L is
reduced, so that L and A are free Z^-modules. Note that L/H = Zp or Q. By way
of contradiction assume that H is not a summand of L. Then L/H = Q so that
L ç H = A © C where " denotes the />-adic completion. Since L has infinite rank
as a Z^-module, there is no finite rank summand D of A such that L c D © C.
Hence we can find a y e L such that
00

y = E />"'V,+ x,
;= 1

where x e C, the fe/s are integers not divisible by p, and the set (a,: /' = 1,2,...} is
contained in a fixed basis of the free Z^-module A. Consider a //-group T =
©k<JL(pk).
For each i, choose a basis element e¡ in T such that o(e¡) > «, + i. If
/: ^4 -> T is a homomorphism given by f(a¡) = e¡ and / vanishes on the other
elements of the fixed basis of A, then, by hypothesis, / extends to g: L -» T. By
continuity g extends to g': L —>T. Since C has finite rank, g(C) is bounded, say
pm(g(C)) = 0 for some positive integer m. Then gi//™^) = g'(pmy) =
lZ*Lxpni + mklei <£ T since, for all j > m, pni+mklei * 0. This is a contradiction.

Hence H and therefore ^ must be a summand of L. But this implies that A is
decent in L contrary to our assumption. Hence A must be decent in G.
Corollary
1. Suppose G is p-local completely decomposable and A is pure in G. If
G has the T.E.P. over A and further G/A has finite rank, then A is a direct summand

ofG.
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Proof. By Proposition 6, A is decent in G. Since G/A has finite rank, G = A + C,
where C can be taken to be a finite rank completely decomposable pure subgroup of

G. Now A n C, being pure in C, is a summand: C = (yl n C) © C. Then G = A ®

C.
Proposition 6 also yields the following corollary which is used in the proof of the
next theorem.
Corollary
2. Let G be a Butler group and A be a pure subgroup of G with G/A
having finite rank. If G has the T.E.P. over A, then for each prime p there exists a
finite rank subgroup C of G such that A + C is p-pure in G and G /(A + C) is torsion.

Proof. Since G is Butler, the localization Gp is completely decomposable. Also Gp
has the T.E.P. over Ap. By Corollary 1 above, Gp = Ap® ®"=x (%p ® (•*,)*)> where
Xj g G. Let C = (Xj-. i = 1,2,..., «)*. Now tensoring the exact sequence 0 -» A +
C ^> G -> G/(A + C) -» 0 by Zp we get the exact sequence

0 -+ Zp ®{A + C) -» Zp ® G -> Zp9(G/(A

+ C)) -» 0.

Since Zp ® (/I + C) = Zp ® G, we have Z^ ® (G/(/l + C)) = 0. This implies
that G/(A

+ C) is a torsion group with its //-primary part zero. That is, A + C is a

full /»-pure subgroup of G.
We are now ready to prove the main theorem of this section. This result is indeed
the kingpin of the entire paper. This theorem also has turned out to be crucial in our
subsequent papers.
Theorem 7. Let B be a Butler group of rank N0 and A a pure subgroup. Then A is
decent in B if and only if B satisfies the T.E.P. over A.

Proof. Suppose A is decent in B. Since B is countable we can easily construct an
increasing chain of pure subgroups A = A0 c Ax ç A2Q ••• such that B =
U„<Ü1A„ and, for each n, An + X/An has finite rank. Since A is decent in An by
Lemma 4(i), we have An = A + C„ for each n, where C„ is a finite rank Butler
group. It is then easily seen that An is decent in An+X and since An+X/An has finite
rank, we can write An +, = An + Bn, where Bn is a Butler group of finite rank. Let /:
A -* T be a homomorphism, where T is any torsion group. Suppose, for some
n :> 0, we have an extension /„: An -» T. Now, by Theorem 2, the restriction

/„ \(A„ n Bn): AnC\ Bn^> T extends to a homomorphism

A: Bn-^ T. Then /n+1:

/1„+1 -» r given by f„ +x(a + b) = f„(a) + h(b) for all a e A„, b e /?„ is a homomorphism satisfying /n+j | ^4„ = /„. By an induction argument we can then construct
a homomorphism g: B -> Tsuch that g\A = /.
Conversely, suppose that B satisfies the T.E.P. over A. Suppose, by way of
contradiction, that A is not decent in B. Then there is a pure subgroup L containing
A such that L/A has finite rank and A is not decent in L. Since L is also a Butler
group [4], we may replace L by B and assume that B/A has finite rank. We shall be
frequently using the fact that any finite rank pure subgroup of B is Butler [4].
First observe that if R is a finite rank subgroup with B/(A + R) torsion and if
M /(A + R) is the //-component of B/(A + R), then Mp = A + X for some finite
rank subgroup X. This is because, by Corollary 2 to Proposition 6, there is a finite
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rank subgroup C such that A + C is p-pure in B and B/(A + C) is torsion. Since
A + R + C is still /»-pure in B and contains M , we get, by modularity, Mp = A +

R + (Mpn C) = A + X, where X = R + (Mp n C) has finite rank. Since, by the
indecency of A, B is not of the form B = A + Y, for any finite rank subgroup F,
the last statement implies:
To each finite rank subgroup R with B/(A + R) torsion,
there are infinitely many primes p such that A + R is not
p-pure in B.

(I)

Since A is a Butler group of countable rank, we may write A = (J„>0An, where
for each n, An ç An+X and An is pure and a Butler group of finite rank [8]. Let

B/A = (b¡ + A: 1 < i < r)*, r being the rank of B/A. Let A:0= (b¡: !</</■>
and for « > 0, #„ = ,4„ + ^*_x, where #„*_, is the purification of K„_x in /?.
We distinguish two cases:
Suppose there is an integer n0 such that for all n > n0 there is an / > 1 with
An + i + K*+i_l a generalized regular subgroup of its purification in B. Passing on to
a subsequence of the ,4„'s, we may state our first case as
Case 1. There is an integer n0 such that for each n > n0, Kn + X= An+X + K* is a
generalized regular subgroup of its purification K*+x.
Since K*+, is a finite rank Butler group we conclude, by Bican [6], that the set
n„ = {// e P: Kn+X is not p-pure in B) is finite for all n, but that (J™=0Yln is

infinite.
In view of (I), by induction on n > n0, we could find elements c„ g An\An_x,

kn g K*^x and primes p„ g n,^ such that
(i) />„divides c„ + knin B but not in #„,
(ii)/,„<£U;'r„20n,,
Observe that the above choice of c„'s is made by passing, if necessary, to a
subsequence of the ,4„'s. Note also that, for all n, hpfc„) = 0.
We shall next show that
(iii) For all n, hpfcn + A„_x) = 0 in A„/An_x.
Suppose h (c„ + An_x) > 0. Then there is a y g An_ x such that hp (c„ + y) > 0.
Since, by (i), hBp(cn + kn) > 0, we get hBpfk„ - y) > 0. Since Kn x is /»„-pure in
K*-v there is an integer z not divisible by /»„ such that z(kn - y) g #„_,. For the
same reason hp» ,(z(k„ - y)) > 0. Then z(cn + kn) = z(cn + y) + z(A:„ - j) g
p„(A„ + Kn_x) so that hp»(c„ + kn) > 0, a contradiction to (i) above. This proves

(iii).

We will now define a homomorphism /: A -* T, where T is a torsion group such
that, for each prime />, its /»-component Tp = (B7Z0Tp¡, with each TpJ being an
unbounded direct sum of cyclic //-groups. This map / is constructed by defining, for
each n ^ «(), a homomorphism /„: An -> T such that /B+1 | /!„ = fn and, moreover,
will have the following properties:
(Recall that

Kn = An + ({An_,,bx,b2,...,br})+.

For convenience

of notation,

we will write / in place of /„ and this should not. hopefully, cause any confusion.
Also for an element x in a torsion group T and any prime p, xp denotes the
//-component of x.)
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(«)

/(^»-i),.-,e ,e= 0 ^ i,,,

( R\

f(c'<\„ ls an element OI a fixed basis of Tpi¡r¡ with r„ > ~kn_x
and o(/(c„)) > /i£(¿>;) whenever hBfb,) is "finite, 1 < i < r,

(y)

~kn-i<r„<kn

forall m > n0.

For the element c„o g An¡¡, we can define /: (c )* -* T satisfying (a) and (/?)
since />£ (c„ ) = 0. By Theorem 2, / extends to a map ,4„ -> T which we call /

again.
Suppose / is already defined on An_x satisfying (a),(ß),
this map / lifts to /': An -* T.

and (y). By Theorem 2,

We define g: A„/A„_x -> 7 such that g(c„ + /!„_,) satisfies (ß). This can be
done because of (iii). Let g': An -* T denote the map obtained by composing the
natural

map An -* AJAn_x

with the map g. Then define f\An=f'

+ g' which

clearly satisfies (a), (ß), and (y). By hypothesis the map / extends tof*:B^>T.
Now kn G K*_x Q An_x + {bj-.1 < /' < r), where G denotes the divisible hull of
G. Since Kn_x is /»„-pure in Kff_x, there is a nonzero integer q not divisible by pn

such that 9fc„ g K„_x, say, <//<„= a„_x + E;=1(r,/5,)/>, where a„_! g A„_x, r/,sj
are integers, and |j,.| < hpfb:). (Here |s(.| denotes the exponent of the highest
power of pn that divides s¡.) Let £ = {j: 1 < y < r and Z>.has finite //„-height}. Let
e = maxfls,-!^:

/' g E). Then /»„e///c„= penan_x + Lr¡.1q„,,¿,

where />„ does not di-

vide the denominator of qni = p*r¡/s¡. Note that if i £ £, 6, has infinite /»„-height
and since T has no nonzero element of infinite height f*(b¡)
= 0 for all /' £ E.

Then we obtain
f*(piï{c„

+ k„)) pn= f*{pe„qcn) pn+ f*{peqkn)

= f*(piïcn)p„+f(p>n-i)Pn+

pn

L *„/•(*,),.•
ieE

Now

hT/Af*{peAcn + *„)),.) > hK¿{plq(cn + fej) > 6
by (i) and hTpff(penqc„) + f(penan_x)) = e since, by (a) and (fl), c„ and ^„_x are
mapped into complementary summands. Thus for some i, qn¡f*(bj)Pn + 0. Since pn

does not divide the denominator of qni, f*(b¡)Pn ¥=0. Since this holds for infinitely
many />„'s and since there are only a finite number of 6,'s, we conclude that there is
an z'0 such that f*{b¡ )p =£0 for infinitely many />„'s. But this is impossible since
f*(b¡ ) g T, a torsion group. This contradiction shows that A has got to be decent

in B.
Case 2. Suppose,

for infinitely many n, K„ = An + Kf_x

is not generalized

regular in Kf.
Rewriting the filtration A = LU„ we may assume without loss of generality that,
for each n, Kn is not generalized regular in K*.
Then there exists c„ g A„\A„_v
y„ g K*_x, and an infinite set of primes Pn
such that, for all p G Pn, h*"(c„ + yn) < hBp(cn + y„) = mp, say. We claim that

(*)

the set P„=

[p GP„: hp(cn + A„^x) > mp in An/An^x)

is finite.
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Suppose, by way of contradiction, the set Pn is infinite. Since An is finite rank
Butler, we get from the proof of Theorem 2 a partition SXU ■■■ USkof the set P of
all primes and finite subsets L, £ Sj for j = 1,..., k such that the localization
iA„-i)s\L
is a direct summand of {A„)S,^L . Now for some index, say /', Pn n S, is
infinite/Write
(An)s¡^L¡ = (An_x)s^Li © D(. Let c„ = c„ ® 1 g (An)s,\L- Then

cn = «(„-D,, + *„,/ where xnj g /)„ a(„_lw g (^„.Osaz,
and for a11 P ^ p« n
(-S,\ L,), hp'(xnj) > w^,. There exists an integer i, relatively prime to all primes in
Sj\Lj such that t¡x„ ¡ g An and fj-a,,,^; g An_x. Then
'í(a

+ ö(»-l),,)

= '/(C,, + ä)

- '/(C« - fl(n-l),,)

= t,{c„ + y„) - tjXnj G p»,B

n **_,

= pm>K„*_x.

Since t¡xnie.pm'A„
we also get that i,(cB + y„) G pm'An + pm'K*_x = pm"K„.
Since /? does not divide t¡, cn + yn ^ pm"Kn for all p g P„ \ L,-. This contradicts the

choice of Pn. Hence Pn n (5, \ L,) is empty, thus proving that Pn must be finite.
For the sake of convenience rename Pn = {primes p: mp> 0 and Ap(c„ + ^4„_i)
< mp in An/An_x). In view of (*), P„ is still infinite.

Let B be the divisible hull of B. Then B = A®Lr¡=xQb¡. The element y„ g ü:*^
has a representation

in £ as yn = snan + T.si=xsn b¡ with sn, sn g Q and a„ g yl„_1.

Let Wn be the finite set of primes that show up in the numerators or denominators
of sn and sn¡. Then Pn = Pn\

Wn is an infinite set.

By induction on n we wish to choose pn g Pn and define a homomorphism
A„ -» T, T a torsion group such that

/„:

(i)/»M»-i=/„-i,
(Ü) /„(fl„) (= /„-i(<0)

has /'„-component zero,

(i") f„(c„) has /»„-height < mp¡.
Here T is chosen as before, namely, for each prime p, the //-component T =
©. < T j where each T ¡ is an unbounded direct sum of cyclic /»-groups.
Suppose /„_! has been defined already satisfying (i), (ii), and (iii). Since /„_i(a„)
g T, we can find /»„ g Pn with /„_i(a„) having /»„-component zero. By Theorem 2,
/„_! extends to /„'_,: /4„ -» 7. If f¿_x satisfies (iü), we are done. Suppose on the
other hand /„'_i(c„) has /»„-height > mp^. Since hp^(c„ + An_x) < mp , we then can
define using Theorem 2 a map g: An/An_x -* T such that hpfg(cn))
An -» T is obtained by composing the natural map ^4„ -> An/An_x

< mp^. If g':
with g, then

/„ = /„'_! + g': ^4„ -* T satisfies properties (i), (ii), and (iii). Define / = U"_, /„. Let
/: B -» T be the extension of / to /?.
We now have, for each /»„ G Pn \ W„,
I
mP„ <
- -p
hp„{f(Cn

I

r

+yn)p.) = hp\ / C„ + *»«» + L Snfit
\

\

-** (/(Oj +'./W+¿V(»/)

i-1
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Because of (ii), (f(a„))Pn = 0 and by (iii), hpff(cn)) < m/,; Hence there is at least
one / = i(n) with f(b¡)Pn # 0. Since there are infinitely many «'s and only finitely
many b¡, for some i = i0, f{b¡ )p + 0 for infinitely many n. This is impossible since
f(bj ) g T, a torsion group. This contradiction completes the proof.
As a corollary to Theorem 7 we obtain an alternative proof of the theorem of

Bican [6]:
Corollary

[6]. A finite rank torsion-free group G is Butler in the classical sense,

that is, G = Rx + • ■• +R„, R¡ rank one groups if and only if Bext(G, T) = 0 for all
torsion groups.

Proof. Consider a balanced exact sequence 0->/l-».ß->G-»0
where B is a
countable rank completely decomposable group, say, B = © eC(*)*- For any
torsion group T, we get the induced exact sequence Hom(B, T) -* Hom(A,T) -»

Bext(G, T) -> 0. Then Bext(G, T) = 0 if and only if B satisfies the T.E.P. over A.
By Theorem 7, this happens exactly when A is decent in B. Since A is balanced in
B, the last statement is equivalent to saying that G = Rx + ■■■ + Rn where each R¡
is a rank one group.

5. Butler groups of uncountable rank. In this section we consider torsion-free
groups of cardinality S,.
D. Arnold [4] and Bican and Salce [8] raised the question whether the classes of
groups 36x and 362 referred to in the introduction are identical. This question is also
mentioned in Albrecht and Hill [1]. Employing Gödel's axiom of constructibility
(V = L), we are able to show that a Butler group of rank K, in which every finite
rank pure subgroup is Butler is a /?2-group. Actually we prove a stronger statement,

namely, that under V = L, countable torsion groups are enough to test whether a
torsion-free group is Butler. On the other hand, under Martin's axiom and the
negation of the continuum hypothesis, we give an example of a group B such that
Bext(B, T) = 0 for all countable torsion groups T, but B is neither in 362 nor in 36^
Thus the problem whether 3d2 coincides with 36x n 363 is undecidable in standard
ZFC if one restricts the class of torsion groups T in the definition of 36x to
countable groups.
Theorem 8 ( V = L). Let B be a Butler group of rank Sj such that every finite rank
pure subgroup of B is again Butler. Then B is a B2-group.

Proof. We wish to prove that B has a smooth filtration B = Ua<1Ji Ba where
each Ba is countable, pure and decent in B. We start with any pure w,-filtration
B = Ua<„ Ba of B. By way of contradiction, suppose E = {a < «,: Ba not decent
in B} is a stationary set. Since Ba is not decent in B, there exists a pure subgroup H
such that Ba is not decent in H and H/Ba has finite rank. Changing the filtration
we may assume that H = Ba + X.Let T be a countable torsion group.
We wish to construct a mixed group G by means of a filtration G = U0<u Ga
with embeddings ja: Ga -» Ga+1 such that 0->r->G-»/?-»0is
balanced exact
and Ga= T © Ba for each a. Observe that for Gx = (Ja < x T + Ba we have that T is
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balanced in Gx and since Bx is Butler, Gx = T © Bx. Let {<i>a:Ba -» T, a g E} be
the set of Jensen functions provided by Oe'-d (see [1°1). Suppose Ga has already
been constructed. We distinguish two cases:
Case 1. a g £ and <i>a:Ba -> T is a homomorphism.
Theorem 7 guarantees the existence of an /„ g Ylom(Ba, T) such that there is no
ga g Hom(50+1, T) for which ga\Ba= fa. Now define ;„ by

ja{(t,b))

= {t +(fa - <t>a)(b),b)

for all t G T, b g Ba.

Then ja: T © Ba -» T © Ba + Xis an embedding.
C<zse 2. If Case 1 does not apply, then define ja = 1T + i where / is the natural
embedding i: Ba -* Ba+X and 1T is the identity map on T.
Define Ga + X= T © Ba+X. Then G = Ua<„ Ga is the required filtration with the

embeddings ja. Clearly T is balanced in G and G/T = B. Since Bext(ß, T) = 0, G
splits, say, G=T@B',
B'= B and B' = {(«í>(¿»),
b): b e B) for some 0 g
Yiom(B, T). Since O^, holds, the set
E'=

{aeE:<ba

= <t>\B)

is stationary in ux. Let a G £'. Then we obtain Ga= T ® (B' n Ga) is contained in
7 © (B' n GQ+1) = Ga+1 and ;„(£' n Ga) çi'n
Ga+1. This implies that

À(*(ô), b) = JMb),

b) = (<¡>a(t>)
+ (/« - 4>a)ib),
b) must be = (<¡>(b),
b), for all

b g B. This implies that fa(b) = <j>(b)for all b g Ba and so </>|-Ba+1:Ba+X -» r is
an extension of /„: ßa -» T. This contradicts the choice of fa. Thus we conclude that
E cannot be a stationary set. Hence there is a closed and unbounded set C in cox
such that E n C = 0. Then 5 = UaeCÄa and, for each a G C, Ba is pure and
decent in B. By Proposition 5, B is a Ä2-group.
In what follows, we continue to denote by T the torsion group T whose
/»-component Tp, for each prime /», is of the form Tp = ®i<uTpi where each Tp ¡ is

an unbounded direct sum of cyclic /»-groups.
Corollary.
Let B be a torsion-free group of rank Nt in which each pure subgroup
of finite rank is Butler. Assume V = L holds. Then the following are equivalent:

(a)Be\t(B,T)

= 0.

(b) Bext(5, S) = 0 for every torsion group S.
(c) B satisfies the third axiom of countability with respect to decent subgroups.
(d) B admits an ux-filtration B = 0a<a
Ba such that for each a, Ba + X = Ba + Ca
with Ba pure, Ca a finite rank Butler group, and B0 — 0.

Proof, (c) <=>(d) was proved in [1] while the proof of (d) =» (b) may be found in
[4]. Now (b) => (a) is trivial. One needs V = L only in Theorem 8 to conclude that
(a) =» (c). Observe that (c) is equivalent to B having an «,-filtration of decent
subgroups.
Eklof [11] showed that Martin's Axiom (MA) imphes that Ext(^,C) = 0 for any
strongly w,-free group A of rank X, and any countable group C. Since our torsion
group T is countable we obtain the following.
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Theorem 9 (Meta Theorem). Let B be a torsion-free group in which every pure
subgroup of finite rank is Butler. Then the implications (a) =» (b) and (a) =» (d) of the
above corollary are undecidable in ZFC.

Proof.

Let A be a nonfree strongly w,-free group. Then A satisfies the hypothesis

and, by Eklof [11], MA implies that Be\t(A, T) = Ext(A, T) = 0. Since the homogeneous groups of type (0,0,... ) satisfying either (b) or (d) must be free [4] and since
A is not free, we conclude that A satisfies neither (b) nor (d).
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